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insulated and drywalled the building, then laid a wooden floor.  
A salvaged 8' x 4' picture window came from the Rebuilding 
Center; now it overlooks the back garden.

In the main house, Gwen was able to begin decorating straight 
away, and started by freshening rooms with color. Vintage and 
reproduction lighting includes a cluster of early-20th-century, 
“Venetian” wrought-iron lanterns that hang in the sunroom.

The kitchen already had cherry cabinets with Arts & Crafts 
detailing and a farmhouse sink. Gwen created a floorcloth she 
based on a 1912 Arts & Crafts ceiling decoration; it’s colored 
tawny yellow and black granite with red accents, tying together 
the Cornsilk (Benjamin Moore) wall color and cherry cabinets.

“I went on a three-month extravaganza  of painting,” Gwen 
jokes, recoloring the living room in light-toned Hinoki from 
Sherwin–Williams. The original brick fireplace surround, which 
had been painted an unappealing tan color, was faux-finished in 

deep turquoise to reflect the ceramic glaze of a prized pot.
Saving the best for last, Gwen considered the dining room. 

Walls were painted gold-toned Walk on the Beach by Benjamin 
Moore, and the elaborate ceiling trim came to life with White 
Raisin by Sherwin–Williams. In the 10"-deep frieze area, Gwen 
stenciled a stylized pattern in micaceous gold with purple and 
green highlights. She based the design on Canton fairy bells 
(‘Night Heron’) that grow outside the window. 

Ornamental crabapple street trees planted by the previous 
owner shade the front garden. Gwen has filled its beds with 
fragrant perennials: evergreen Azara, whose late-winter  
blooms smell like vanilla; sweet osmanthus, blooming in  
spring with an apricot aroma; Loropetalum bushes (Chinese 
fringe-flower) producing a riot of pink blossoms in the spring. 
Rose bushes and a smoke tree, flowering cherry trees and  
clematis vines are recent additions.

FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 103.

BELOW Former owners  
had already added cherry cabi-

nets with Arts & Crafts detailing; 
this owner added her custom 

floorcloth and Portmeirion Welsh 
Dresser ceramics. The sunroom 

is just beyond. RIGHT Beefy ta-
pered posts, beams, and 

rafters anchor the façade.

TOP A collection of American-
made “Venetian” wrought-
iron lanterns, accent lights 
from the early 20th century, 
hangs in a corner of the sun-
room. ABOVE Cuttings on the 
kitchen windowsill came from 
the new gardens.


